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FOUNDED 
IN    1873 
The progress of mankind is in the hands of youth—Sir Oliver Lodge 
13 
mt Buh indent BATES AND N. H. I, SATURDAY 1    
VOL. LX No. 4 
*   F R O M 
THE 
NEWS 
8 _._« 
••AH »ho possess political rights 
should have the »|>|M>Hunit.v to ac- 
quire to* Intowledge which will make 
their share in the government a bless- 
ing anil not a danger"—Ulysses S. 
(Jin iii- 
Teachers, Attention ! 
We luive a dispatch from Augusta 
dated April -!> thai may Interest some 
nf our seniors planning to teaeh next 
year and others planning a teaching 
career later. 
Municipal appropriations of Maine 
towns and cities, made in most cases 
ai annual .meetings in March, indicate 
approximately half of the public 
school teachers in the State will 
have to submit to reductions in 
les, according to the Com- 
missioner of Education, Bertram E. 
Pa kard. 
About 7.000 teachers are employ- 
< l It- said, and the average rate of 
ion will be 6 or 7 per cent. 
The Summer Sales Racket 
LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1932 
91 ffl 
I  li  CE TEN CENTS 
? 
Clubs To Meet 
Tuesday Nights 
Under New Plan 
Many Organizations 
Adopt Idea 
Most  of 
Deutscher Verein 
Will Stage Group 
Of One-Act Plays 
Selects   As   One   Play 
"The Late Guest" 
the clubs on campus 
Have agreed to the Student plan of 
having a uniform meeting night for 
all   the   organizations,   with   the  ex. | ™e -group 
ception   of   the   musical   clubs    an!|
; Uta Ones!" and "Wie man es mat 
the  Y.  M. C. A.  This scheme, which ! in Amerika". to be given by the me 
is to go into effect next fall, thus 
eliminating any senior conflicts, is 
subject to any changes which mav 
seem  advisable. 
Idea Originated By Student 
The idea was presented last fall 
with the added suggestion that a 
Congress of Clubs be held for an 
open discussion. The idea came, not 
from   the  administration,     as   many 
One of the most interesting of tIn- 
coming events in campus activities is 
of one-act p'.a;•;. "The 
ch 
m- 
bers of the German club. May sixth, 
in the Lewiston Lutheran Church. 
Tickets are on sale and all of tho 
students who are interests-1 in Ger- 
man are cordially invited to at'-?nd. 
The first play. "The Late Guest", 
Is being given In English, although 
it has a German setting. Elden Dus- 
tin and Violet  Blanchard are ta'-dug 
Mother's Day 
TO MY FIRST LOVE, MY MOTHER 
Sonnets are full of love, and this my tome 
Has many sonnets: so here now shall he 
One sonnet more, a loving sonnet,  from  me 
To her whose heart is my heart's quiet home, 
To my first  Love, my Mother, on whose knee 
I learnt love-lore that is not troublesome: 
Whose service is my special dignity. 
And she my lodestar while I go and come. 
And so because you love, and because 
I love you. .Mother, I have woven a wreath 
Of rhymes where with t-> crown your honored name: 
In you not fourscore years can dim the Flame 
Of love, whose blessed plow transcends the laws 
Of time and change and mortal life and death. 
Christina O. Kossetti 
From  •'Poems"' by Christina   Roseettl 
When   asked   to   comment   on   the 
announcement made    yesterday    by 
A. II. Crawford, President of the 
Ka-lcm College Personnel Officers 
AsMiciatiou     and     Director    of    the 
the parts of Ilerr Amtsr'cluer and 
believe, but directly from the Stu- Prau Amtsrichter. while tha part o:' 
dent, which, because of its central | lheir daughter. Malchen, is played 
position. is best adapted for spon-! 
bv Gertrude Diggery. Hannchen, 
soring the Congress. However, the;llle younger daughter, and heroine 
Student has no idea of dictatorship, j of lhe D,ay- >* verv weiI Portrayed 
A committee was formed, composed ! bv Marion Blake. The role of the hc- 
of Leonard Milien, chairman, Frank ! ro- Herr Krause, is played by Robert 
Murray, and Thelma Kittredge,! Kroepsh. Betty McGrath as !be old 
which     arbitrarily        arranged     the! grandmother. Fran Batir Helm?;, and 
I is 
4-A Group Plays 
To Full House 
On Friday Night 
Concludes   Its    Season 
Several Seniors In 
Farewell 
I * * J. U. French 
Speaking Contest 
—Monday Night 
First  Contest  Of  Sort 
At Bates To Be In 
Little Theater 
eleven   clubs  into   two  groups  with 
six In the first group, and five in the 
second. 
1.   Science  and   modern   language 
Department    of Personnel    Study at  groups:      Jordan   Scientific.      Rams-, 
Vale, that  twenty-seven eastern col-  dell    Scientific,   Lawrence   Chemical,   a:t Piays given  by the college, 
leges would take steps    to    prevent La  Petite  Academie.  Deutsche  Vere-!      The utory of the play suggests the 
Margaret    McBride    as Urchei, tne 
maid,  are both  clever  in   their  eha- 
Nine Prepares for 
Maine and Colby 
After Road Trip 
racter parts. The play is being coach-, T TV,,,,-.,-.    r*nw\r\c*    Pv e-d  by Evelyn  Rolfe.     who  has     had , LOSe     liiree    UameS    -DV 
;cime     experience    in   previous  one- Narrow Margin 
By  VAI.KKV  BCRAT1 
Oscar Wilde's "Lady Winder- 
mere's Pan", giren by the 4-A Play- 
ers In the Little Theater last Friday 
nigh) to a capacity house was a 
worthy pinnacle to a year of suc- 
ies, and also a lit ending to the 
careers of those seniors who have 
given four years of effort to acting, 
producing,   and   managing. 
With its dramatic situations and 
its by-play of wit featured by the 
acting of Margaret Hines, '32; 
George Austin. '33: Margaret Perk- 
ins. '3"i. and Charlotte E. Longley, 
•35, the play captured the laughter, 
the compassion and the indignation 
of its audience. 
Story of Play 
Tlie play tells of the sacrifice of a 
mother  with  a scandalous  past, and 
m   her  efforts,  although  at  the  loss 
of  her  uphill   fight  to   regain   social 
prestige,     so     that     her     married 
daughter  will  not  commit   the  same 
Sponsored  by     the    .student     and|err0|. M caused her downfall. 
faculty   organization.     The     Liberal j      jt js a story of social  conventions 
Club, of Bowdoin College, a meeting , arrayed.       and     largely        winning, 
ui    several    students    and    faculty I against sincerity and nature: of the 
Long Speaks to 
Bowdoin Liberals 
in Open Meeting 
gtidents from     trading     upon their, in. and  Spofford clubs. 
college connection while selling goods 
dining the summer vacation, Sir. 
Paul Whitbeck, in charge of off- 
rnmpus emplyoment made the follow- 
ing statement: 
old fairy tale of Cinderella. It seems 
II. Humanity group:  Cosmos Club, i that   Herr  Amtsriehter     is  not  ve-y 
Men's   Politics,     Women's     Politics, 
Phil-Hellenic,  and  Sodalitas Latina. 
Many  Clubs  Adopt  Plan 
The  outstanding   feature     of  this 
"The deeieion to curb the use of plan is* the  proposed    time for the 
:h'> so-called  'sympathy  appeal'  was  meetings, which will be the first and 
third   Tuesdays   of   the   month 
group one.    and    the    second 
for 
and 
based upon a survey of summer sell- 
ing jobs, recently completed by a 
committee appointed in October, 
1931, by the Eastern College Person- 
nel Officers Aesociation. All students 
placed with sales companies through 
the employment bureaus of thirty 
eastern colleges during the summer 
of 1931 were asked to give a detailed 
report of the amounts which they 
earned, the length of time they work- 
ed, the number of working hours re 
quired per week, and the degree of 
supervision they received. They were 
also requested to give frank opinions 
of their jobs. 
Reports Over Wide Field 
"Reports were received from over 
one hundred students in the follow- 
>i— .'ffilfmuv Boston University, Bow- 
doin, Columbia University, Dart- 
mouth, Harvard. Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology. -Massachusetts 
State College. New York University, 
Princeton and Yale. The information 
supplied by these student salesmen 
has   been  carefully   tabulated     in  a 
confidential report Issued to a-11 place- ^     as      wh()       t|jerel 
ment officers who are members of the      ay ^stt      Tuesdays 
Eastern College  Personnel Officers.     for     J^,     fu||ctions,     and     th„s 
"This survey revealed certain sig-j avoiding any conflicts In meetings, 
nificant fact.?. The mortality among; Eacn ciu)) would still retain Its 
summer salesmen ia apparently very  ow„  individuality,  as  the  plan  calls 
wealthy, therefore he can afford to 
buy only one evening gown for hi.-: 
two daughters, both of whom Wish to 
The Garnet ball tossers, with the 
added experience of three close de- 
feats dehind them, are back with 
their noses on the old grindstone 
getting ready  for the coming games 
go  to  the  ball.  Of course the  older ! witn   c0jDy  and     Maine   the  end  of 
girl has the preference, and gjes °:f. this week. 
blithely,   much   to   the   disappointe-1     xo changes appear  in  the line-up 
ment of Hannchen, who hoped to see | a[ter  tne  spring   trip.   The   pitching 
her  lover  Herr  Krause.  if she went. 
tour'th   Tuesdays   of   the   month   for'. What  is  the  surprise  of the  family 
then, when on their return, they find 
Hannchen, who had been left with 
her grandmother, gaily singing and 
dancing with Herr Krause, who had 
cpme to visit her when he discovered 
strength seems to he Still concen- 
trated in Millett, Bugbee, and La- 
Vallee. with recent accomplish- 
ments leaving little grounds for 
choice. Millett is not steady, though 
he has plenty of power, and Bugbee 
and   Lavallee  cannot     be  judged  at 
play  is amusing as well as interest- 
ing. 
One   entirely   in   German 
Brown and Dillon are the leading 
.atching dependable*, with Ken 
White  rating     next  in     order.     The 
The second production, "Wie man original infield line-up of Berry, 
OS macht in Amerika". is to be g?venjSwett, l-'Iynn and Jekanoski is 
completely in German. Those taking still holding out, and showing some 
part are, Eva Sonstroem as Fran Met- nice work, while the outfield is 
tier: Inge von Muller as Betty. Fran | still a problem. Fireman. Merrill, 
Mettler's daughter; Mr. Labouvie as; joe Murphy, and Ray McCluskey 
Frank Maurer, a young American: ' lead the others for jobs. 
Donald   Bond   as   Herr   Ifettler,   the :i- mi'-   Slitting Good 
father of Betty;  Stanley Jackson  asj      Flynn   did   some   pretty  good   hit- 
high: only 4 7.7 per cent of the men 
reporting stayed ten weeks or more. 
A large number of men left their 
jobs at the end of three or four 
weeks. 
"Earnings and profits, too. are 
comparatively low. The average gross 
amount earned by the individual 
students who reported was only $211, 
and the net amount cleared was $94. 
The average amount earned per hour 
was only 51 cents and the average 
individual profit per hour over ex- 
penses 21 cents. Those facts seriously 
challenge the claims .made by certain 
of these companies that canvassing 
of this nature yields a higher return 
than other kinds of summer employ- 
ment. 
Supervision Inadequate 
"The training and supervision of 
summer salesmen also seems to be 
inadequate, for only 47 out of S5 
men giving information on this par- 
ticular point state that they were 
supervised in any way. The report 
showed further that nearly 50 per 
cent of the student salesmen were 
urged to use their college connections 
in order to promote sales. 
"As Dr. Crawford's statement 
pointed out, the association believes 
that no salesmen or company has a 
right to use the name of any college 
to make seles and that the -morale of 
students is undermined by ill-dis- 
guised form of begging. In an effort 
to correct this long standing abuse, 
the Association- has asked the public 
to report to placement officers the 
name of any salesman who attempts 
to trade in any way upon his college 
connections. Companies have been 
asked to delete from their sales talks 
all references to the educational 
status of salesmen. Students are here- 
by strongly urged not to accept a 
«ales job which requires the use of 
the sympathy appeal in any form. 
"The objective data contained in 
this report are available to all stu- 
dents who wish to consult it. Al- 
though in some cases, the statements 
of students may .represent the ex- 
perience     of  unsuccessful    salesmen 
group  two.  The  committee  has  pre- 
sented   the   plan   for  acceptance     to 
most of the clubs.  Ramsdell Scienti- 
fic,   Lawrence  Chemical.     La   Petite 
Academie,     Cosmos  club.     Sodalitas. 
Latina.  Men's Politics, and Women's ' she  was not  at the ball.  1 he whole present.  Both have their line points. 
Politics     have     thoroughly     agreed 
with   the   plan,   while     Phil-Hellenic 
has   practically  agreed,  although  no 
official  vote  has  been  taken  as yet. 
The  plan   will  be  presented     to  the 
remaining clubs as soon as possible. 
Some   of   the   clubs   have   shown 
their  interest  in  this  plan  by  going 
so far as to suggest that half of the 
clubs   of  one   group   meet   at   seven 
o'clock-,   and   the  other  half  meet  at 
eight   o'clock     of   the   same     night. 
with   a  similar  plan   for  the  second 
group.   This     suggestion,     however, 
has not yet received official action.   I is also acting as coacb. I ble 
No Consolidations Arnold Ruegg is in charge of pro-  ter 
This   plan   should   hold  a   distinct! perties   and    Marjorie   Qoodbout   of   of scoring. 
advantage   for  each   organization   in    costumes,  for both  play: Bates showed up well as a defens- 
that   it  consolidates   the   time   taken      The choice of the  Lutheran Church  ive   team.   Three   opposing   would-be 
and the low price of the tickets were   base  runners  were   retired     off  sec- 
leaving  all   nights  besides  uesdays    both planned purposely by ih.i mem-   ur.d base by a quick throw from the 
bers of the club. They wish to oti- box. Some of the outfielders, how- 
mulate interest in Ge.-ir.an both :n. ever, are still weak when it comes 
regard to the country and people, j to getting under the ball, but the 
and also the language itself. With coach will probably improve this 
these objects in view, they are having department of the game before the 
the plays open to the public and are Colby game Thursday, 
expecting the German p»opl» in town .New   Hampshire  Wins   l-O 
who showed their inter'St  by atten-       Bates   lost   its   first   game   on   the 
concerns  the'plan.  Each club  would | ding the recent open meeting of the  trip   to   the   New   Hampshire     \\ ll.i- 
continue  to  meet  separately,  having! club. The giving of plays by ths Ger-  cats by a  solitary score,  Bugbee  De- 
is   rather   ■<   tradition,  al-  lng  nicked  for  live hits, and  Millett 
mi mbers from the Maine colleges 
was held at Moulton Union. Bruns- 
wick, Thursday, April 28. The pur- 
;><> .--of the meeting was to bring the 
college men and faculty members 
together In a mutual discussion of 
current problems. The question of ad- 
mission was. settled in a unique man- 
ner, each person bringing a piece 
Of clothing for needy mine workers 
or ill. ii-  families. 
The president. George Sewall, 
Bowdoin, open ft the meeting at eight 
O'clock With a brief address and then 
turned the proceedings over to the 
group as an open forum. A wide 
variety of topics were given con- 
ration, Including Prohibition, 
I Capitalism. 
Long "52 Represents Bates 
Ralph Long '32, representing Bates 
Coll an effect ive    speech, 
I.;- .1 upon personal experiences In 
the W-esI Virginia coal fields, with 
the pertinent questoin, "What are 
wi going ;.. do about th.tn?"' His 
b to the question wan a'ong 
Socialistic lines, with the stress upon 
universal     education    as     the    owly 
"good" people doing bad things and 
becoming bad In their sroodr.ess. As 
Lord Windermere says, "How hard 
good women are." 
"Lady Wiodermere's Fan". al- 
though touched by the same wist- 
fnlness as "The Importance of Be- 
ing Earnest," produced by the play- 
ers several years ago, carries ;i much 
deeper tone of pathos and a darker 
background of tragedy. First im- 
pressions characterized the actors as 
too young and as yet as somewhat 
lacking in sophistication for the 
ii :-ii.-h society portrayed, where 
nearly every husband had a mistress 
and nearly every wife a lover. But 
it was the Wlstfulness, the tenuo'i- 
reality of the play that made the 
young personalities acting it seem 
not   incompatible. 
Acting of Women Superior to 
That   or   Men 
The mechanics of the play, dun 
to the excellent coaching of Ruth 
Benham. "'.::. Marjorie Briggs. ':::;, 
and Prof. Grosveiior M. Robinson. 
were scarcely perceptible. so 
smoothly did one picture blend into 
the   other;   so   unobtrusive   was   the 
Herr Stanlman, and Jeannette Got- tta. V. the trip, hitting s triple In   »«~    "»£„£.«    "g.   ^vemenV of acto«  Hh7l»aUncin 
MS IWLTSt..*-   U*—*la; £°[hTTuns' encounter1 "the*.--"  "   SS  -.na,:, ipate'hiniseU  and con-   Of  scenes    and   ... variable   was 
-  hit  being  responsible  for  plenty   trol his own  welfa, 
for no consolidation in any way. 
Alethea and Spofford have consoli- 
dated on their own initiative. This 
consolidation,  however.     in   no   way 
no  closer  relationship  to  the  others    man   club 
in  the group than at present. though  none   were  given   last   year. 
Plotica, Kiwanis Speaker, 
Describes Life In Russia 
Bates Junior Tells of Youthful  Experiences— 
Black Bread and Milk Was Chief Diet- 
Left Russia on Eve of Revolution 
A  vivid  picture of peasant  life in I milk,  a  rude   hut     nourishing     diet 
Russia during the revolution was 
drawn for the Kiwanians at their 
weekly meeting, recently, In a talk 
given by George Plotica '33 of Me- 
riden, Connecticut. Plotica was 
dealing with first hand information, 
since he is a native of Russia, and 
has been In this country only six 
years. His father came to the Unit- 
ed States in  1914 as an inspector of 
that  developed strong  bodies. 
Russian   Child   Studies   More 
Intensively 
At the age of five years, boys 
were taught to ride horseback. This 
was their first lesson in helping 
their fathers. At about seven, all 
children   were     supposed     to  go  to 
one. while the (lame; batters had a 
weak day. .Murphy and Swett hit- 
ting the only two Dingles that Tom 
Mann  allowed. 
Score by  In rings R H  K 
New Hampshire ooo ooo 1—1 6 0 
Bates: 000  000  0—0    2   0 
Batteries: Mann and Mitchell: Bug- 
wi-.-z: Millett and Brown. Dillon. 
Tufts 5; Bates t 
At Medford. the Jumbos hit Mil- 
lett for only three hits, but manag- 
ed to get five runs, four of them in 
the third canto, when two hits, two 
errors, and one walk gave Tufts a 
decided advantage. Flynn is res- 
ponsible to a large measure for the 
four  runs  scored     by  the     Bobcats. 
ure. 
In answer to Mr. Long. Mr. B. 
\v- tater of Coi-by College spoke upon 
the subject, "Conditions observed in 
the Kentucky coal fields, what arc 
we going to do about them?" To his 
mind, Communism, or the immediate 
ri".- of th ■ masses. was the only 
•olution to the problem. As might 
be expected, this possible, solution 
■met with severe criticism, as did all 
the questions brought up for dis- 
cucsion. 
The meeting broke up with the 
fei ling that its primary purpose, the 
interchange of ideas, had proved 
definitely ben lAcial. 
tempo to coincide with changing 
moods. It was a pleasure to see an 
amateur production without the 
too-perceptible     crossing     and     re- 
crossing Of actors with no more ap- 
parent motive than to balance the 
stage. Stage hands should have been 
more careful behind scenes, perhaps 
tor once or twice a hand was seen 
through the folds of the arras. 
The  acting     was     so     convincing 
that    the   O'Neill    resurrected    asides 
and monologues did not Irritate; 
the acting was enough to make one 
hope that next year the 4-A Players 
will   try   something   completely   tra- 
Oontinued  on  Page it. Column  ."> 
Adams and Hall Lead Bates 
To Second at Penn Relays 
Mile Team Loses To Rutgers In Last Stretch Duel 
—Former's Great Quarter In 48.2 Carries 
Him From Fifth To Second 
Arnold Adams of the Bates Relay 
Team stood the stadium on end at 
Philadelphia as he went thru a ter- 
rific  quarter  mile     in  an  effort     to 
to them- 
be   so selves. The mothers would 
tired when they finished their day s 
work, that they were not at all sym- 
pathetic with the moods of their 
children. Frequent and severe pun- 
ishment resulted. The children were 
raised   mainly   on   black   bread   and 
Canadian Debaters 
Here Next Year 
the first scoring three runs. The 
three scorers had been passed by 
the Tufts pitcher previously. Flynn 
scored on a passed ball for the other 
run. 
Score by Innings R  H  E 
Tufts: 104   000  000—5    3    1 
Bates: i00  000  000—4    3    3 
Batteries: DeAugelo, Andruszkie- 
wicz,  Millett.  Brown,  Dillon. 
Drop Third  l<>  Northeastern 
The  last  game     of  the  trip     saw- 
Bates dropping     a  heartbreaker    to 
S-6.     Plenty  of     hits 
'.'iT.r".-KX' feutured   this     game.     Northeastern know edge  to three  years     that  the   fea urea 
American child does to seven years.I getttng^i    Fivnn geUing    two    a 
his double  with  the  bases loadediu   (.ap[ul.e tne mile  relay from a pow- 
erful   Rutgers   team.     An   unofficial 
school. This rule. Plotica said, was 
munitions, leaving the boy in the I not rjgj,ny enforced. However, as a 
care of his mother and grand- result, manv of the ignorant peas- 
father. The grand-father was a ants who had neVer had the advant- 
steward of a Russian estate. ages of an education, and could  not 
Plotica   gave   his  childhood  recol-   soe the vaIuG    of it,    did not    send 
lections  of  village  life.  The  wome.i   (helr  cnildren   to   school.   The   Rus- 
worked all day in the fields, and the ; s!an  child ac(lllil.es about the same|Northeastern 
children   were   left   much 
clocking. 
Adams   l|i  To  Second   Place 
Adams quickly made up that defi- 
cit however, slipping by his first 
man on the corner. Then came the 
terrific battle for the race that 
brought the spectators to their feet, 
for his leg of lhe race was   All  seven  anchor men were running 
set by a Boston Herald reporter at 
4S.2. easily the fastest time of the 
day not excepting the performances 
of Carr and  Steel of Pennsylvania. 
Hall, running in second position 
for the Garnet, put up a splendid 
race, bringing his team from fifth 
to first  position.  Lary. however,  lo«t 
si long, but Adams was moving 
among them at his ease. The third 
man the anchor of Lafayette College 
gave in only after a 250 yard duel. 
Then the unexpected happened, 
when a Rutgers man who up until 
the very last moment had been run- 
ning   contentedly   in   third   position 
Plotica said that this is true because 
the Russian children aro older than 
American children when they begin 
school; also, not being accustomed 
to a life of ease, the Russian child- 
ren study more intensively. In ad- 
dition to studying, the Russian boy. 
at an early age, is put to work in 
the fields. 
Plotica started school in the fall 
of 1916 on the eve of the Revolu- 
tion.  He  told  of  the  gradual  disso- 
piece. 
Score by Innings R  H  R 
Northeastern: 
200 020  4Ox—8   10   3 
Bates: °°1   °03  20°—6    9    4 
Batteries:  Gallagher and Gross;  La- 
Vallee.  Millett  and  Brown. 
Sophomore Girls' Dance 
all  Hall had  gained on  the preceed- : uncorked a surprise sprint  to defeat 
ling   leg   and   Adams     was   the   fifth I the  whole  field  and  pass  Adams  by 
man   when   he  started   running. inches as he neared the tape. 
■lellison   Leads   Off B. C.  Takes   National  Two Mile 
Saturday afternoon seven teams Other races of interest to the 
lined up in the mile race—Fordham, Batea men in the stands was the two 
Rutgers. Lehigh. Lafayette, Hamp- mile relay which they had hoped Jo 
ton Institute of Virginia, Spring- compete this year. Boston Col- 
field and Bates. Jellison was placed lege retired the Wallace cup in this 
in sixth positon from the pole as National Championship with the 
the Garnet lead man. At the second ' time of 7.54 for the team. Jordan 
curve he was still ten yards behind . ran a beautiful race to win in 1.54 
the whole field, and when they , for his half mile. Bates teams have 
rounded off into the home stretch, done 7:52 in this event. 
Jellison came into a strong sprint One of the most astounding per- 
passiug two men. Hall got the stick : formances of the day was the work 
in fifth position bringing it back in j or shall we say ease that Jack Kel- 
first.   He   came  out   fast     and   took ! ler did  in  the  shuttle-hurdle     relay 
Mount Allison, the debating cham- j ]utj0n 0f the government, and of the 
pion  of Canada this past yea_r._isJ;o | djSDanding   of  the  army.     Many   of 
who are trying to  excuse their own' come 
job    during    the    summer,    either, 3 
'hrough the college placement office! The exact date for their rial here 
or through outside means, will find has not yet been decided, but it will 
the fact* contained in this eurvey of, be sometime during the ast ol .O-- 
*ome value, and all such student* tober. We hope to give the debaters 
are urged to call at the Y. M. C. A. from Mount Allison as warm a re- 
office where a eopy of the report is ception as feaokvuie ga\ 
on file." I haters  this  year. 
de- 
The Sophomore girte are holding 
a. dance on Friday evening. May fi. 
at 7:30 P. M. The committee, Mar- 
jorie Reid, Ruth Bowman. .Mary 
Gardner,   and   Doris   Neilson. have 
one man on the turn and sneaked 
by another on the stretch. Just off 
the corner. he came into a wide 
open sprint with a hundred and 
sixty yards to go, and came in 
strong with a two yard lead on the 
Bates next year to meet onr,(|ie soldiers, homeward bbund, pass- 
ed through the village where he 
lived. 'He described skirmishes that 
took place between the Reds and the 
Whites   near his home.  Many of his 
ffJSSSTlZ^SSS^JZij y «as passed by 
Pel.ed   to. dig   his own  grave whtteJcH^^ umbras.  Vfrjg^ two ^^j^^-» 
he 
from 
pass 
ng 
m 
made  some  unique     plans  for     the   field. 
dance.   The decorations,   in  tan and ]      i_,a,.y   was  away   to   a   slow  start. 
o be .repres 
Club, with u brellas, 
awnings     to complete 
to  escape  injury 
he won for Ohio State. Hurdles 
were placed over a stretch of 120 
yards on the greensward in the cen- 
ter of the field. Two men from each 
team stood at each end of the 
course. At the bark of the gun three 
hurdlers came down the field to 
touch off three at the other end as 
they finished. The men passed back 
and forth. Keller was touched off 
his final 120 yards with a Dart- 
mouth man already over two hurd- 
les. Keller finished to win one hurd- 
le   ahead   of   Dartmouth     in   almost 
Substantial Prizes 
A French prize speaking contest 
between French students of Boston 
University and Bates will be held 
next Monday at eight o'clock in the 
Little Theater. This is the second 
French prize speaking contest to be 
held at Bates, and the first one in 
which Bates representatives will 
meet opposing contestants from an- 
other college. The wide interest and 
complimentary attention in the 
press of United States and Canada 
concerning the contest last year for 
Bates students has directed much 
interest to the coming contest be- 
tween teams from Boston University 
and  Bates this year. 
Bates Contestants 
The Bates contestants, selected 
after trial contests from candidates 
of the sophomore, junior and senior 
classes whose selections were either 
original or the product of extensive 
research are Augusta C. Cohen '32, 
whose subject is "Les Salons d'an- 
tan": Charlotte Cutts '33 with the 
subject. "Une I'cnsee inspiree par 
Pascal", and Frank S. Murray '34, 
with the subject. "Un Ami de tou- 
jours". 
The rival team will include Char- 
lot;.- Ta-k '32. 'Romain Rolland au- 
dessus de Is melee"; James M. Fer- 
rigno "32, "L'Amerlcaln s'amuse"; 
and Prances V. Annis '32, "Madame 
Recamier et  Napoleon". 
The coaches are Dr. Samuel B. 
Waxman of Boston University and 
Prof. Blanche Townsend Gilbert of 
Bates. They have devoted much 
lime to the coaching of the oppos- 
ing teams and their advice has 
proved invaluable to the contest- 
ants. 
Judges  Are  Well-Known 
Hi- Ernes) Omening, editor of 
the Portland Evening News, If. Jules 
Savarin, editor of Lo Fra.iico-A.merI- 
oaln,   Waterville.  and  another  to be 
le :ted will act es judges. Reverend 
Pere Manger of St. Peter and St. 
Paul pariah, I.ewinton. planned to be 
th. third, but was forced to with- 
1 -aw last evening in account of ill- 
ness. 
Prizes which will be substantial 
will be offered by generous Franco- 
American friends of the French de- 
partment  of Bates college. 
This new undertaking of the 
French department of Bates comes 
al a time whi n the department is 
well equipped for it, and interest 
in the contest is increased by the 
fact that it la the initial participa- 
tion Of Hates in a contest of this 
sort. The benefit received from it 
will doubtless extend to future con- 
tests. The skill of the Bates speak- 
. is will be tested to the utmost in 
opposing the Boston University 
team composed of senior members. 
i.ast year Boston University com- 
peted successfully with Swarthmore 
and oth.-r eastern universities. 
_ .—^o:  
Senior Couple 
Engaged—Hold 
Thorncrag Party 
Paige And Miss Maloon 
Prominent In College 
Activities 
The engagement of Geraldine 
Mainmi :12 and Howard Paige '32 
was announced at a party given in 
their honor at Thorncrag Cabin on 
Friday evening, April 29. She is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William 
P. Maloon of Auburn, and during 
her college career has been a mem- 
ber of Cosmos Club and Women's 
Politic's Club, and has shown inte- 
rest in the various college activi- 
ties. Paige is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Henry Paige of Lynn, Mass., 
and has been prominent in Y. M. 
work and religious work here at 
Bates, having been President of the 
Y. M. C. A. for two years and a 
member of Cosmos Club. He is also 
much interested in music and is a 
member of -McFarlane Club, the 
College Glee Club and the Choir. 
Paige plans to attend Newton Theo- 
logical School next fall. No definite 
date has been set for the wedding. 
The guests at the party were 
Geraldine Maloon. Geraldine Wil- 
son. Constance Curry, Shirlie Aus- 
tin. Kate Hall, Elizabeth Taylor. 
Helen Parker. Howard Paige, Ber- 
nard Sprafke, Franklin Wood, Rob- 
ert LeBoyteaux, Ben Franklin, 
Amos Gorham. and Thomas Hoxie. 
Mr. and Mrs. Maloon and Mr. and 
Mrs. l'aige acted as chaperones for 
the evening. 
Continued on Page 4. Column 4 
Cosmos Club 
Cosmos Club, in a process of reor- 
ganization, has changed its name to 
the Christian Service Club, believ- 
ing this to be better adapted to its 
i lea'..- and purposes. Membership is 
limited to those who plan to make 
religion their life work. 
: 
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anil that it is consistt-nl with the purpose of education that we 
shmikl translate our thinking into action. It is done in the sciences 
where siiidents liave their laboratory work combined with their 
theory: it ©u<rht to be done in the social sciences and in every other 
field of education. Are we really gettiofc an education.' 
Chapel 
Why Ls it that when a speaker wants to hold a chapel m.dicnce, 
he talks about anything but religion, and often attempts humor 
which borders on the sensationalism of cheap journalism.' This is 
even more noticeable in view of the fact that the purpose of com- 
pulsory ehap.-l as stated by .Mr. Howe is to provide a meeting of 
worship, fellowship and servifce. It is quite true that from time to 
time there are ebapel speakers who hit the ri<rht note, sometimes 
--imply because of the fresh impact of a new personality, sometimes 
because Of a very evident sincerity and interest on the part of an 
old speaker. However, the graft majority of our chapel services are 
inane and stupid when compared with the vitality of real religion. 
We  realize that   this is in  part  due  tit the  indifferent f the 
student bod; toward such things, yet we do not believe that this 
is any reason for attempting to burlesque our chapel services in an 
attempt to keep students interested. This concession by chapel 
speakers in the past seems to us an admission of the impossibility 
of providing six pood religious services each week, and we believe 
that it is a moral Obligation On the part of those who insist that we 
attend to provide services of this nature. 
Pep\s 
Through 
The Key- 
Hole— 
Pi pye   known  he is  not  violating 
hfa long established policy of keep- 
this    column    sacrosanct    for 
matters  ot sobriety     and  depth     of 
1 lie Student body as a whole probably    enjoys    attending    the  thought;  by printing    the  following 
seems    to be the 
in Hades is writing 
of any meeting which is attended by the entire stude'nTbndy. Are %£?£*££*•   Ti^n^'knew"' 1 
our chapel speakers attempting to sandwich in a  little religion be-  wish I knew myself... However, we 
 I tween large slices of what passes for humor, and in this way appeal- are to    dedicate    some new   stories 
Subscription.  83.00 per year  in  advance. "                                      Slants Copies. Ten  Cent..    Ulg  tO  the  students.'   .MallV  of  thov students  who  do   object   tO   com-    Which   We   know   will   be   very  appro- 
Written N'otice of change of address should be iu tlie hands of the Uusiness Manager   rmlsuwv ,.\,.,,u,\  ,|„ ^,,  ,„,  .,  nnfali-  .>t;lii......;.,  l,.,.; i   '. i :..i.   ...-  .i, .   miate  and     tting  to  the  new  trend 
Charles Povey, |84   gatherings which are held in the name of religion in our chapel be- question,    for    it 
aiebisrdUMeA™ster: '85   Cause of the sociability of the whole affair. The same might  be said  Question..   Who in 
AUDITOr. 
l'rof.   Percy   H.   Willins 
one nraek before Hie issue in which the change is to occur. 
The   Editor   i«   responsible   for  the  fcditoria!   column   and   the   gcntral   policy 
paper,   and   the   Mai agini;   i:»ln<»r   r,f   all   the   articles   in   the   News   Columns. 
of 
Member   of   New   England   Intereolleeinta   Newspaper   Association. 
Published  Wednesdays during  the Collect  Year by Students of  Bates  CoIMga. 
Kntcred as second class   matter of  the  post office  at   Lewiston,   Maine. 
«   pulsory chapel do so on a  purely utilitarain basis and think of the   r"' ,  ''  fi,, "« 0 'he new trend 
he   time saved, the additional deep which would thus be made available,15»S8fc «T'ffl       tw"he 
and the opportunity for reading mail or studying as   the most im-  co-eda carry out suggestions is in- 
Printid   !.>■   La   Messager   Publishing   Company,   Lewiston,   Maine. 
Habitual    Harrowness    of    Opinion 
Recent comment upon conservatism at  Bates reminds us of an 
individual malady which is also deserving of attention.    While the 
subject of conservatism has been discussed, we have felt that  another 
portant reasons for doing away with compulsory chapel. 
There is a fundamental objection to ehap.-l which goes deeper. 
When  the Puritans came to this country,  the Stuarts probably said. 
■  people want license liberty;    not religious freedom, but  ir- 
religious freedom." There is a group on    the Bates campus    which a Wt"eri|>e4: "i^rhTo"ciock,.air, and" 
ind 
l<;i a problem. . . Not only tor me, 
but at.io for my ,pal. . . The Dean. . . 
II pe'e ■ bit of a chit of wit. ... A 
knocker: "Knock, knock"... Pope: 
"Who lei It?". . .  Pope's Chamberlain. 
objects to compulsory chapel on  the basis that "compulsion" and a aU :" *■*•"■ • • Pope: "The Lord a  
"service of worship" are terms which are as far apart as the Doles ' -k""w ''' yo" may go"v   P' ? 
•mil tint  tltev will hosnain .,,   a...   ,i'(i.                                   ■             i lOB  and     the  Lord     are  two  wi- ana nnttff WIH remain so. Many oi the more progressive colleges ,,,,,.    iM ffiur oV1(„k   alu, ,.illnit. 
...ve long since done away with required  chapel,  tike h-di!"..~   And «aow to become 
attitude ol  even more importance has been overlooked, namely, a   Does |;.lt,.s ,.„,,„„ ,„ recognize the trend of the times 1    There are  m©r.  aerione...  Quess I'r« lost the 
and   universities have  I 
habitual narrowness of opiijion and point of view that is the root on 
which conservatism depends. We are referinj.' now to the student 
body. 
Causal factors of this common malady are the relatively isolated 
Situation Of the college, and the centering of student interests within 
the narrow limits of the college campus. The results are undoubtedly 
the defeat, of the purpose of a college education which is to teach 
us to  think and  discriminate  intelligently  for ourselves,  and  also  a 
decrease in the benefits which   a college education   is supposed to 
confer upon us such as fairness of judgement, discrimination and 
broadmindedness. Let us rise above the petty provincialities of the 
campus and view the factors which are producing this strange world. 
The mere accumulation     of a  set    of facts    is    a  futile    and  barren 
none so blind as those \vl who wi 
r 
OPEN 
i not si 
No     letter,     whatsoever,     will     be 
printed  in  this  column   unless signed 
'*>£' by the name of the author. 
MCQLLEM 
NEW3 
& 
T    the  E Mtor of the Student: 
D' ar Sir. 
Whether or not my feeling in 
termination  to a  college course,  unless it  is accompanied  by certain   matter  to   shared  by  many  others.  I! 
intangible qualities which give us the power to use these facts in the   :!' :'"; ''i'."'*'■ '"K :<! ""'• P? e*lt-ortol .   . ," ' ° ' by Mr. Aimoit Smith, which app 
njrht way. 
Respect Others Opinions 
At the same time that we are trying to assimilate  the  contents 
eared 
n tb    1 -is- issue of the S'ui.-it. wae 
offenalre to say the least. 
The thing thai rankled In my ndmi 
the imoat. wae Ma nnoadted-for at • .<•!.■ 
MII.DIill)  HOLLYWOOD 
I! .-ion Un-iv. News offers this one: 
Abou   Ben   A.lhem   i may  bis tribe 
incre ise) 
Awoke one night from a il    p 
dream  of pen :e 
And saw within the darkness of 
hi,-i room of a textbook and to increase our fund of knowledge, we must not «"'*• ^Jgj"A^^Jg?'??*** 5,"r | . 
,    ,  ,. . ,,     ■ . .   .       .. ~     .       .■        -I'     u       ui    ...  ' hnP" nuildins:. To refer to the dig- A  vision  prowling   round  among 
neglect this equally important function ot education,  lo be able to ntfled architecture of the Chape] :.•       the gloom 
realize  to the utmost degree  the  possibilities which  are  inherent in I •'bann-lrke"   was  indicative  of  either Exet    ling  peace  had  made  Ben 
8 college education, we must be able to project ourselves into new ; deliberate malice,  or abysmal  igno-       Ad hem boll 
situations,  to  use  our  imaginations,   to  become  mentally  alert     and    ?     '   ,  '  wander     if my  friend   M-r. And   insufficient  sheeta  had   made 
active,  and  to  realize  that   of  necessitv  we  can  only  know  a   small    ^'"", ^'Z.^^ni' ."f'h° ""," J'\"! ,?UU ■ -       ■      u ,.,,„..,,. .   .        ., • tl :   . . iniil   (lotluc  cathedrals  oi   Kurop"? So, lo ihe v:sion in the room he 
area ot the held ol knowledge. Jsy respecting the opinions and views   Wan he annoyed by the dirt ol the      ea4d, 
that   has collected  in  its mas-   "Come BOW, dear, sjatt eoing through   fii«^ta»thisr  "iV." 
my pocketa and get back into bed." Abe 
of others,  even  though  they  may  be  Strikingly  different  from ours. 
we may see something which escaped our attention before. The fact     " ' w:!l1, " "!- Axbackle   who spoki 
that one believes (irmly in an opinion which differs from ours should  S^tirS?*0'.^? *Mdajr« le:«nrked 
make us attempt to see and understand that something which has led \ StjA£K t*£TJ£ ££,,   «3Sr.°?MS
t
w2 — Srst 
him to his position before we judge the merits of it. 
Let us attempt to become consciously broader in that quality 
which we have called "point of view: we should simply adopt this 
attitude in considering the substance and significance of views 
foreign to our own before judging them. We must remember that 
what has been the radicalism of the past generation often becomes 
the. conservation of the present.    Let us make full advantage of the 
:n. That its not nans-ial;  any speaker I prize  for  wearing the worst looking 
with a good  voice can  make himself   clolhes :o a  depression dance. Later 
heard in the remotset corners of the jit   was   discovered   that  the   winner 
;'"   [torintn. i had  no intention of competing,     but 
Mr   .Smith    -ay-   that   our   Chapel   bad   only  dropped   in  for  a   moment 
•i '     are worthless. I agree that   "" hfa way home. And so. of course. 
t   of  them   ore.   Mr.   Smith   says   !>>e judges had to nonchaiantlv light 
opportunity which college offers us to broaden our horizons through! «" 
maintaining this attitude in the classroom, debate, lecture, discussio 
and library. Thus we shall become truly educated men and women. 
that   the  Btndents  pay  no attention 
the   -;i ab  ■ -.     Very    true.   Mr. 
i t i i t is t! t i t l ssr , t , l t r . ia«wi^(Shli?o«,Sf Ihf responses*^ file 
B. w. 
Do    Students    Think I 
I"      in-.   This   is also  fjaitG obvious. 
I'.ui    line.    Mr. Smith's    reasoning 
• eems to have son- awry. All of these 
evidences   of   deterioration      that   he 
mentions, he Dlameo m the adminis- 
consideration on the part, of those who are connected with  institu- our Chapel services, it must be made 
tions of higher teaming in any way y tn* indents thenuelres, not the 
We take the position thai students do have ties right, just ns!^^"^'-.-/^^^^ nnm. 
any citizen has the same privilege, and that restraints put upon such her of the Stalent, ("track the right 
action of students by administratioiial bodies,    for the purpose ofl'Mte  when   he  suggested     that stn- 
fact snpportaxlg the status qui in that town, and is often demanding r*'»a*>iis   atmosp) 
Of the students involved  that  they  should sell  the integrity Of their  l"<*,-"<; so  lacking, 
personal convictions on these matters for a me» of pottage, in the   gio'/f^tom'as^-n"X abo^ 
form oi increased subscriptions toward    the building    fund,    or an mem  of compais-.ry Chapel   AVould 
equally   important   enterprise,  from  some   important  alumnus,     who   ,hni   b-   religious  freedom,   or  irre- 
would be offended by such action on the part of students . ligoius freedom? Personally, I think 
We have yet to be convinced that the general public would take tS3a«T5l a^fow^w?6^ ?T 
such conduct on the part of students as an expression of the opinion Chapel woVd be a r^faaSeTtolol 
of the college authorities   on these matters.   If they do this,   such J«S« •»*«• Meanwhr'e, i do n ,t mtetd 
a     you-know-what     (all     advertise- 
ments must be paid for.) 
Fa.uliy member.; at the University 
of Washington beliovp thai stndente 
"lei aim at A grade-- In college are 
"barren of personality." On« prof. 
claimed that "It is the band of C 
students who move the worlds." 
Another ,prof. characterised A etu- 
■ '- as "Oreate." AU of these profs. 
would prefer to hire a C student with 
personality, rather than an A student 
without "it." Do I hear a chorus of 
"I told yon SOB?" 
Entrance examinations for co-eds 
at ihe University of Chicago revealed 
that only one wants to get married. 
Hope this explodes the notion that 
co-ed schools are "marriage facto- 
ric i." 
The audience at the Tufts debate 
at Bowdoin could be identified only 
u.iicl. is, a! be-ause it outnumbered the debaters 
by one. Spven people were present at 
the beginning, President and Mrs 
Sills, the Tufts coach, a young man 
at I his girl, a janitor, and a reporter 
And the peculiar custom of shelving 
Saturday nrght danc?s for debates 
still exists! 
thoughtless indiscrimination on their part is deserving of very little 
consideration on the part of thinking people. 
Recently we heard a chapel speaker infer that there is very 
little real thinking done on the part of students in this college Why 
should there be? The neater part of our education is taken up with 
the memorizing of a body of facts without much attention being 
given to the significance and interpretation of these facts. "When 
students do attempt to think on these matters, and to put their con- 
victions mto action, somebody higher up immediately calls a halt 
If the purpose of education is to teach students to think for them- 
selves, it should also teach them to act for themselves, for real think- 
ing inevitably expresses itself in action. If we are not allowed to 
express ourselves in direct action, is it any wonder that a Chanel 
speaker should say that students do not think. 8tnde.it thjnkmg 
has atrophied just as any function does, when it is not used Too 
much of our thinking is done for us. 
To our mind the most insidious and cowardlv objection is that 
we must avoid these conflict situations. It is this attitude that has 
put the polities ot this country where they are todav. Such an atti- 
tude leads to inaction, complacency, and is a refusal to face the si- 
tuation, it is still impossible to stand on both sides of the fence at 
one and the same time, and although we think that one should be 
broad-minded mid should take as many of the facts into considera- 
tion as possible before arriving at any conclusion, we also believe 
that once having decided we should do something about it. Conflict 
is bound to arise when two groups are working toward opposing 
ends or when ones thinking leads one to action which is an attempt 
to change the social and economic life of the group. To refuse to 
recognize this fact is as stupid as the ostrich hiding its head in the 
sand, and much less excusable. 
It is high time therefore, that we see that is is good pedagogy,! 
to desert it   beiauea it  has- not yet 
lived up to an idea) which I have set! 
Sincerely, 
THOMAS S. VKllNOX •85. 
The same Professor Shaw of New 
lork University who claimed that 
whistling was the sign of a moron 
now says that a Phi Beta Kappa 
key is useless. It certainly is- if you 
have   no   watch  chain. 
A Matter of Direction 
I1T ST. CLAIR ADAMS 
Side by side on the sands of the beach 
Two children sat and pondered ; 
But one faced south and one faced north 
And their pensive looks ne'er wandered. 
I said, "While the sands on your bare, brown feet 
Heat their warm, fond bastinado, 
What gaze you at .'"'    Oh said. "The sun •" 
The other said. "My shadow/' 
side by side on the sands of life 
We stand while the days are passing, 
And the eyes of the soul which needs must gleam 
Are varied stores amassing. 
Your eyes gaze dim on arid innrk, 
-Mine bright on El Dorado— 
The gloom is your own ; if you face the sun 
ion will never see your shadow. 
knock. . . What a tidy bit of turmoil 
:; brewing on our tranquil oaaupoe 
... So many divorces. . . Queer time 
cf year for divorces.... However. 
'tis been accomplished... And the 
organization—The.After Raster Kggs 
- is wi 11 under way. . With P. Mann 
ai the hslm. . . (When he isn't at a 
skirl i . . . What on earth are you go- 
ing to consolidate that with. Val. old 
pa!?. . . Did you hear 'bout the story 
hatched by the children at Hacker? 
. . . No?. . . Well, here she comes. . . 
What did the hen say when she laid 
in ire ggT. . . Hull!. . . Tut. tut. 
tat, little Ilackeretles. . . Have you 
been serenaded of late?. . . The old 
Roger Billion WhiiStle-Tootere hove 
creased practice - --111.1-... Prepare 
for a restl.. - . v. hi the n 'ar future, 
all ye. lovers of GOOD music. . . Betty 
I says. "The dimmer the porch 
light, ihe greater the ticandal power" 
    Squeeking ot vacations  
Psyche is going to fly to Europe. . . 
Denmark...   This  summer     to  visit 
core  of  the  nudist  cults    How 
:..mbiiions. . . And at the eame time 
. . . What a tremendously enormous 
urlosity that man has. . . Margot is 
• porting a medal, and have you i 
watched a banana grow?.... Meet 
is also sporting 
a medal   (or  medalion)   and  he  lias 
never  watched  a  banana grow  
Some peoples have all the luck ... I 
wish I had watched a spinach bush in 
action rather than a hanada vine. . . 
Bui that's the way it goes. . . We all 
can't have everything. . . But I can't 
remember what I lack. . . Oh. yes. . . 
Conceit    Then  there was the 
Scotchman who had an auto... He 
married a woman with gas on the 
itomach. . . The tennis courts afford 
the latest recreation for the lithe 
•upp'.e creatures who crave exercise 
. . . But the wrestling matches also 
hold sway... Lena, is coaching the 
girls.. . Remember that. men. . . The 
lad from way down South seems to 
have had a battle of looks over 
some damsel with the Pride of W st- 
wood. . . Here's hoping it doesn't 
develop into a battle of hooks. . . . 
Then a man with a line generally has 
several co-eds on a string. . . That's 
not very good. . . . One of Wak'lv's 
. . . Clothes make the man, and lack 
cf the woman; and vice versa.... 
Please think that over carefully 
... It- too good to waste. . . . 'Tis 
rumors:!, with foreboding, that some 
Roger Bill men watched the play 
from outside the windows of the 
dressing room... They particularly 
enjoyed the parts between the acts 
This month's horse-hair suit is pre^ 
Banted to that wild    man from the 
plains, the boy blunder      None 
other then—well, you supply the 
name... At his special request a 
notice was posted with the follow- 
ing statement. "To whatever co-eds 
it may concern, ,ple.ase leave me 
alone; your constant pursuit of me 
IS shattering my nerves; and when I 
go to Chase it is ifor a bit of recrea- 
tion, not for co-eds to Chase me about 
in order that I might hold them en- 
tranced by my brilliant wit"....s 
!•",";,'." "„ ' ' "Atat-Tlone-right-by-our- 
Nell Scofield is on the loose once 
again. . . Those femmes in Rand all 
have two good reasons for not wear- 
ing short dresses.... When Berrv 
became irate at an umpire in Boston 
an,d   haughtily  exclaimed.   "I  Ct 
with '«!.;* J Lmp e<l,,el«hed him »un.     Oh,   you   weren't?   Well   tans 
Chape! Diary 
Attendance for the Week: 
Faculty 38% 
^ote'niracnUy attendance 
the increase! 
^"tVidea Mr. Rowe has. 
furious  was  a   sreat   man. 
is    on 
. Con- 
wasn't 
j,e7. . . ancestor 
alumni worship. ■ 
oriental      or 
worship and 
shall we stay 
American" 
Bv  VALERY Bl'KATI ^ 
In direct proportion to the ir,. 
/•reasing nearness of Commencement 
it becomes progressively easy to tell 
what one might have done if he 
were a   Freshmain again.     And    the 
There's a reason for everything-- lragedy or lrony of it is. that on, 
and it s usuallv Mammon. Ineor- g£ -knoW6 wnat he might have 
;   ,',Brt   who goes to Chapel any- unti, u is all 0ver. and depends 
look at tomorroW6"paVere^
e" *■* 
Speaking of the ball team' tliev '*V 
rived in the split of time \it\^ 
nas a  nick     last  Sat «•«««     ,. 
Porky. . . What headway" wha'S^ 
work, what headwav. . It tak«^h" 
stork to kid us along        TI,-        ,he 
brother in ,he%rSL-ncSy0Ung 
Dances with his eyes closed      " How 
^^.e^nrt^ta^ 
engagement -party out at^ 'a^?" 
the  other  night \      th?  lodge 
married..        Then  'n« he "  be 
around after^^V'Tl "££ 
members of choruses ww 
gang  of Batesies at Charitv teaSf  * 
Gracious   Dean   gave  her  1        .   V ' 
The A A  „i„ " r  Permission 
Thi,   ■ Play wae on'y fair. 
That is- my candid opinion. . . . But 
who am I to judge. . .  Yee   who Nell 
without      v,   hear riKntly- si" is 
the n-av " - "a,rKaret was emooth in 
the Play.   . Jeannette was ecstatic. 
That     gown,     that -ure 
WOMAN... Getem 
THAT 
%£?*■ ^e0a1umnror'32. 3, 4 
EJ-j:;.:!hebet Harry;s choices 
memory of Bates is not Chape . 
but the days he cut . . *°"°^ 
„ow many of us will become tha 
kind of sentimentalist?..- Oia 
idea's are either .h-govers or 
products of idle minds; taace, as 
one modern has put it. Oh, th . 
bothering dear unnecessai> hair 
less old."..- Does the old ordei 
ever really change yielding plate 
to new?... wish it would... am 
vou notice the presidential glare 
al the bird in the bush—or «as 
it in the thermostat behind the 
choir? 
Pa "io'uld did a noble job on Mr. 
Bowes talk today... lust be- 
caase a tradition is old does.it 
mean it's good... thanks. Pro- 
fessor... i.e., the world has been 
having wars for a long time, but 
that doesn't justify them. . . or 
Chapel . . wish the Prof had 
come right out with what the fa- 
cultv thinks about compulsory 
worship... know they thinK 
aboui classes, but if they THINK 
about chapel, can they approve 
of such orthodox hypocrisy?... 
wonder when the martyr complex 
(masochism) will get some mem- 
ber to commit himself in public 
unfavorably?. . . Oh, Mammon, 
only THOU art holy!... courage. 
Brothers, courage. . . some of us 
would almost take an R from 
such a MAN. . . and "like it. 
Wednesday: 
Couldn't hear Amos this morn- 
ing, but suppose he was reading 
from the Bible... Ollie tried to 
hold the freshmen after his sec- 
ond repetition, hut some of 'em 
got brave and went just the same 
...funny how anxious everyone 
is to get out of the "old coal 
hole"... Why the rush? Chapel 
is bad enough without making a 
stampede out of the exodus... 
speaking of 'stampedes', did you 
ever notice the faculty leaving 
early to beat the female "thun- 
dering herd'?... no offence, 
m'lady... believe in fighting a 
man with his own weapon. Mr. 
Pierce. . . drivel for drivel. . . 
whether it's from the platform or 
in the open Forum... only it 
doesn't take fifteen minutes a day 
to read this. . . 
Thursday: 
Somebody said this column was 
in bad taste. . . Chapel tastes 
pretty vile most of the time. . . 
and this isn't forced down your 
throat, either. . . one won't be put 
on 'pro' for not reading this. . . 
Prof. Mabee produced some mo- 
dern Beatitudes today. . . ain't it 
the truth?... happy is the man 
who owneth an automobile, for 
he shall be popular... too bad 
we can't have the Utopian Bates 
Prof. Mabee wants. . . : . . but. of 
course, there are the Alumni... 
Happy is the faculty, for theirs 
is not the pain of Compulsory 
Chapel. . . 
Friday: 
Sammy held forth this morning 
.... read some poetry.... where 
oh where is my aesthetic sence? 
...sounded like Kddie Guest— 
"Be strong," "Be brave," "Work 
hard," and study Spanish. Any- 
way, that seems a little nearer 
what Chapel really should be... 
'interesting' is the right word. 
Special mention goes to the voice 
...how about loaning it around 
to—well. almost any speaker. 
(Have been wondering if we are 
actually going to get thru the 
week without a single responsive 
reading.) 
Saturday) 
Prof. MacDonald had me worried 
for a moment... "Turn, please, 
to—Hymn 314..." Whew, won- 
der of wonders, wotta relief... 
seems like a miracle to go to 
Chapel for six consecutive days 
without hearing Psalm 233... 
"He maketh me to go daily to 
Chapel; He gi-ipeth my heart; He 
leadeth me unto the still speak- 
ers, etc. etc. ..." ...miracles 
never cease... ye world may 
come as yet to an end... think 
many will have noticed some 
slight improvement in Chapel... 
hate to admit it, tho'. . . still 
wish the trustees would realize 
the superficiality of it all—speak- 
ers, prayers, hymns. . . can't they 
be invited to a few services to 
see the faculty disinterest: the 
student aversion; the utter fop- 
pery;... Or. as the spiritual 
says, "Oh, Oawd, turn on de lite 
fo' dese po' sinners, turn on de 
lite."   - 
done -- 
upon reminiscence and regret to ful- 
fill the wistful longing of a dream. 
If I were a Freshman again, and i 
put enough time on my studies, 
assimilated every little detail which 
my professors thought Important, 
and gave me high ranks for re. 
membering, if I put enough time on 
my studies to make me eligible for 
honors, I would feel that somehow 
1 was not getting from collegs what 
I came here to get. I would make 
sure I failed sufficiently so as to eg- 
cape the almost irresistible tempta- 
tion to honors. I would not noli 
gratitude for those professors who 
credited me with high rank because 
I did my studies for the Studies' 
sake alone. I would look upon 
honors as a bauble, a tinsel glory, 
a sham of triumph. 
If there is one cardinal sin I won!,] 
confess to the Father Confessor of 
All Dutiful Students it would be to 
tell him that for two, perhaps three 
years, I strove with comparative 
aacceaa for academic grades, and th n 
it was only weariness of BCholae 
c'sm and the engrossing urge i,r 
something more creative to do in 
campus activities that gave me a 
mature perspective on the value of 
any studies. I think back upon all 
that I once learned and have now 
forgotten, and laugh, half-believins 
that coming to college has done me 
more  harm  than good. 
As I think of all those hours wh 
I   might   have   been   thinking   aboui 
God   and  life,   when  I  might     have 
b-'en   talking  with   those  I  loved   .. 
friends,   and      whose     conversatioi. 
whose depths of heart'and  thoughts 
are denied to me now;  when I might 
have been assimilating into myei 
principles,  ways of life, general a - 
titudes that     might  have     mad 
richer and stronger, I believe with all 
the   poignance   of  conscience   that   i 
was  wrong     to  make    studies  para- 
mount.  And  it  is a  grievance thai  1 
hold  against   those   whom   I  trusted 
to  mold  the ways of  my  mind,  that 
they   exhorted   me,   as   they  did  all 
others, that lessons done day by day 
would insure success. 
We have peeled the rind, and the 
fruit within is not luscious, it is 
seeds, pomegranate seeds; we hav 
drunk tho cup that sparkled and 
have found it as impotent as water 
warmed in the sun; it was not Omar's 
win? of life. 
"At. for Omar's cup! Not the cup 
of semuiality", that was not Omar's 
but the .up that friend drank from 
with friend, the cup of comradeship 
that in college or elsewhere make the 
f;i::ii murmur of the classroom seem 
like ihe buffoonery of a conclave of 
d u n ces! 
I think that is was a spring day- 
such as this when Frederick Hayes, 
'31, now of Andover-Newton Theo- 
logical Seminary, told me how he 
had heard in his Religion class that 
a Humanist at the University of 
Chicago, ending his plea that we 
find religion among our fellow-nnen. 
and not in the cosmos, not in the 
worship of a God-Unknown, said 
solft.lv. "We have only each other, 
you know." 
banana vendor with that bristling 
mustachio. . . But I'll wager he has 
never seen a banana grow... How 
do you like the latest coiffures which 
one sees floating about?... Hovey 
woke up long enough to say that it 
takes a good man to keep awake In 
a 2:30. . . What about getting up in 
the middle of the night to attend a 
7:40?... Here's the only solution 
to th:s torrid argument about chapel 
. . . Why not insist on compulsory 
chapel, and allow unlimited cuts. . 
Thus satisfying everybody... H'O'W 
about it, Prexy?... she was onlv 
a cheer-leader's sweetheart, but she 
had se3n life in the "rah". . Then 
there is the East Parkerite with the 
arsena Ah.  yes,  the same  one 
* ho blasted away a couple feet of 
Plaster with his .25 last week 
Do you ever feel blah?.<. . The o'nlv 
remedy is to go off somewhlre to 
watch a banana tree sending on? its 
tiny little bananas. Thai i - ,! I 
I m bound..    Or * JXt\£"or* 
the places I am bound   .       YouVl 
me And  I  hope I never £" It 
As unheroic as that attitude mav 
be, as defeatist as the cock-sure 
cleric likes to call it, it has its ele- 
ment of truth, and one finds himself 
continually finding more nourish- 
ment in the words of his friends than 
In all the lessons he might read all 
the sermons he might have listened 
to. To those of us who are Seniors, 
and who have seen many of those 
with whom we were friendly leave 
the campus, it is with a pleasure , 
heartfelt that we hear from those 
friends again. 
I remember Martin Saner, '31, »i 
the Cyrano of Rostand's play as the 
Death in "Death Take a Holiday." 
as the creator of many other ehara 
tars, but the more I think of him i 
one who talked with us in Philosophv 
Club, who walked with us, who (old 
us bits of his thought, laughed with 
us, and studied with us. So it is with 
gratification that we get a letter 
from him, commenting on this 
column of a week ago. 
"I should like to discuss warts, 
etc.. with you. Maybe I am ultra 
conservative, but I think not. Ye, 
I believe in not tearing down before 
fine ,LIT& 'dea °f b»i"ling. Some fine tennte courts at Bates were 
rimed when there was an intention 
of building a dormitory on their 
location. I will not tear down m 
h«t to build a house until I Iaye 
he honi'^j; f ,being ab,e t0 ^ford the house, that I can built it. 
exist  and  b, h  {he  fapfi of  man 
awav— Ut thty cannot be ''""keel 
think   t^',"," r  ta  il  advisable,  I 
eel A atS a ,able knife an« JW>- 
nrol,?, CUt 'he WaTt 0ff th* &«* This procedure  may   make  way  for  com- 
f, g nV°rot the S0Tt <* b*°* POiso";- 
effort 2?J[ "f ,he re8U,t of bungl>"ns 
th,^! . e 8oare as unbeautifnl as tne wart was  
.m ?0n,rt mie»'nderstand me and 
think that I believe that ,no new 
Meps sbouM be taken. Such an atti- 
tude would indeed be undeslrab.lv 
^agnaiit. \\ hat I do maintain is that 
^«S^? 22! Step bll«d'y. that we 
V^tu,d «on*1<1«' well before stepping. 
trolled hv f°rWard m°tion »* 'on- trolled by competent persona " 
„"tI
h,eru  i6 T  age t0 be bom, to 
res. oou^d -rsii-srsR-iiiss * -- '^}^^\^i^---\^^jL^7^^l~^ 
Vnclc Sam Pepys 
a r —«o   ~^l*!aTr. - lift 
>tive,XenCe LOWe"  °f  "•"«*  U- 
Dr. Wright Is Host 
To English Majors 
All 
were the '° , lajonng in EngHsh 
Wrtfeht h!US"tR of Dr" Edwin M. 
jTi head °{ the department, at 
gates Delegates 
Attend Debating 
League Meeting 
McDonald And Seamonj fftffSSU ST 
Represent Bates At 
Williams College 
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Administrations of  Outing Club Board 
Bates And Colby  Plans Unique Trips 
Hold Conference For Rest of Year 
4-A Players 
Donald '32 and Theo- 
Bates 
the   an- 
siderable   portion 
t of 1932, gatli- 
■   for   an   evening's 
leiaxation and enjoyment that prov- 
ed   unusually   pleasant.     Dinner  was 
VrZw'-   SSf*?'    °f   SeVe»-       With I rof. Wright s charming mother as 
hostess. Not the least among the 
evening's attractions, so the Stu- 
dent was told, was the wonderful 
League held ic.f C1'ea'n ,from Oeorge Ross's that 
|1U!Sy and  Saturday     at  Will-! climaxed  the  dinner. 
rnlleee       '»     Williamstown,        ml   Eveatag Spoilt  in (inmos 
The remainder of the evening was 
•pent under the able direction of 
■Luciie Foulger, in 
.  seamon    •>■*   *«*   ^e 
"tatives   attending 
'^meeting of the Eastern Inter- 
Debating 
Members of the Bates and Colby 
Administrations held rhelr .-■ ond 
annual conference last Thursday, A- 
prii vs. on the Bates Campus. I 
year Coll);.- invite 1 Bates lo i bimi- 
lar conference al \\";r. rvllle. The 
purpose of these informal get-to- 
gether is to have an exchange of In- 
roranation and a discussion of the 
mutual problems which confront the 
Fishing- And Canoeing 
May Be Features 
Continued   from   Pase   1 
gic. and  that for next Shakespeare 
night,  one  of  the  tragedies,  instead 
of the usual inane comedies will be 
chosen. 
Potential  Talent 
As for Austin,  he added another 
achievement to hie already long list. 
His   concise,     staccato     manner     of 
speaking,    and even the    Haps   : 
Club board has1''P.  created  the illusion     of a  kii: 
of gullible,  aging    and   regretting it, 
The  Bates Outin 
initiated     B     strenuous program 
spring houee-cl -Mvities with-; Lord  Augustus 
&&££. eStl ^We ^ct£ lights   it might have be, 
,t ol novel Outing "Margaret Hines in *o and So   for 
If  the   4-A   Players   advertised  by 
last 
iinis   The'two  men  arrived   Friday 
** ',,   after   a   delightful     ride  :•££  u'"Je,r    "■ aD'e direction    of 
af,e"X   famous     Mohawk      Trail, i f£?"  ***"' l   a ***** of games 
•»* „„  was  one     of  the   delegates I !,UUe5   lo   tlle   erudite     character   of 
Sean"1"        __,.„ 
,*»en to sera 
2SBanother s>'onp selected to dis- 
the project of a   radio  debate 
on  the     Program   Jhe  f'oup-  A  guessing  game  involv- 
MacDonald   served      s    ,?Jary fiS»ros was followed by 
a   spelling   match,   using   the   names 
of   nineteenth   century   authors     for 
and   Oxford     nex; ambridge 
'Ten of the twelve schools in the 
'RUP sent delegates.  Plans for the 
improvement of the League 
featured  ,l"-  meetings  held   on  Fri- 
v and  Saturday.   Suggestions   for 
rment of the judging and a 
lSed League radio debate came 
i.) 
•topoa 
words. 
Those present were Margaret 
i>akeman. Vesta Brown, Valery Bu- 
rati, Shirley Cave. Mlna Critchell, 
Marion Crosby. Charles Demarest. 
Lucile Foulger, Dorothy Fuge, Kate 
Hall. Margaret Hines. Wayne Hovle. 
Mashe Lightman. Margaret McBride, 
Parker  Mann 
-ion,   ,,,,,.„,,:,„:„,,,;:; jj *           fMSSStiyK..-^' zpzxsnjL rats 
grades; modern foreign language re- ;''      ,                  '„ '\ a returned' »l"'ke much of her charm, it was no 
ouirementa, Ma,. menl test*, r. ?ul foSTteXSSU               *   <"">   
M,8!l   Htoes .~°> 
ments tor graduation,  personal and tJ   I() start om   u:1 
think, than her 
daughter. When the men, motivat- 
ing  the  entrance     of   Mrs.   Erlynnc. 
vocational   work.  Although   no 
nite conclusions w< r    readied, raem- 
i>; :.;  of  both   \,..:- lee   t< el   thai    .. 
highlights    of    the    session. 
{right Morrow, the son of the late ' £°°"e-v-_ George Moo 
25, Morrow, was elected to ™?« Gertrude Whit 
K president of the League forPfc*^   „._ 
Robert Manson,  Vir- practical   benefil   was   d 
M™L   tin L Mltche»-  Doris   thi.s exchange  of  ideas.   On     of  the 
ey,      res,     Eleanor  greatest values of this type 
ite,  and   Lewisj iB the fact that it brings the colleg   i 
„      , i closer together and makes tor greal 
Miss  Foulger    Miss  Crosby.     Miss   er   friendship   and   concord   betv 
-McBride,   Miss  Cave,  Demarest.  and   them. 
Fri"i nro?he11 assistpd "' """"Ting out the       The t« llowine gu mposed the 
.'"lV,;.   R.  A number of  proposals i '. '
g,dm- Colby party:   President   Franklin   V." 
intended  to  improve   the   system   of| | Johnson;   Dean Ninetta  M.  Kan 
add prestige to the championship | fTSJSnASSS^Jt 
tenaoce;   Malcolm  R.  Mower,   R 
!ng year, 
proposed   Improvements 
Tii,, main  meeting   was   held 
iidgiii!-' the debates were consider- 
ed It "was decided that the colleges 
should follow out one of two lines 
(,f procedure. Each college might 
have a representative, such as an 
alumnus, near the school where the 
was to be held, and he 
lould put h{a approval on the jud- 
i. The other plan was 
to require each college to send in 
to the visiting college a list of pro- 
to 
and   will 
general interest. 
At this time it was officially an- 
nounced that Bates College had 
won the championship this year 
With a record of six victories and 
no defeats. Wesleyan University 
was awarded second place. It wa a 
voted to award medals to the mem- 
bers of the winning team. Those 
ifiges at least a week before Bates men who wil, receive medalS 
,l,e debate took place. It was also ar(. Norman Mac-Donald ;!2, Ran- 
decided to have uniform ballots dolph Weatherbee '32, Lawrence 
the  League.  How to  im- 'Parker  '32,   Harrison  Greenleaf  '.'!2, 
Frank   Murray      34,  and     Theodore 
Seamon '34. 
Delegates attending the Conference 
were from Bates. Brown. Smith, 
Yale. Wesleyan, Amherst. Williams, 
Vassar, Mount Holyoke. and Prince- 
ton. Pennsylvania and Lafayette are 
also in the League, but they did no; 
send  any  representatives this year. 
:o:  
"Brilliant   qualities   of   the   mind 
trarj   Frank B. Hub-band, Ti 
Ralph  MacDonald, A it-Tret 
rer. 
Batei;   was   represented   by   Presi- 
dent Clifton D. Cray; Dean Ha* 
Chirk:   Harry W.  Rowe. Assistant to 
the Pi stdent; Norman E   Rose, Bur- 
aar;  and  Mabel L. Ubby,  Registrar. 
m: 1 ,— 
donning  the mantle of  her robe. 
Miss  Hines'  Acting Realistic 
The part she played Friday was 
the Garborian role of a languorous, 
seductive woman. made more en- 
trancing as it often happens, by the 
passing of the hey-day of youth, and 
the substitution for the blandness 
of youth the everchanging halo of 
in morii B and rich experiences. Mrs. 
U.KUS ,. . Only expert swtan-|Erlynnj| carried   the   Impression    of 
.    . allowed to    make the '',"IK- 'll'"i'   '     "vi', ds„«.ili V« 
v,. | characterized  it   with sufficient  res- 
neax     Bridgton, I 
Journey,   then   camp 
Th     D  \t  day the re-1 
.1    patldle the    canoes 
.  k, two   different     groups 
-;une  trip.     Thei 
hurried   but  only 
lit  will  be capable of 
Old And New Y. W. 
Boards To Hold 
Cabin Partv 
The Y. w. Etetrea* will tak< place 
next  week-4 n.i. May  7t* 
Margaret   Stebbin's 
mouth. Me.    ". 
' 
[   ult: 
proc am ;" 
' 
- 
■  ' 
■ •    ■ 
V.  V.".  C. A. ■ 
mem 
■ 
go. Mildn 
Sjturi 
1 Mooney, Elisabt th  raj I 
er,     Violet     Bl   n J 
Bvigg-.-. Eva S 
Marjorie    Boothby,    ai 
Lord. Th ■ following :■■■  m i 
r.  Vv'.   Board  will atti nd  ;   s >:   Mil- 
dred Moyer, Olive Grover, 
Hayden,  Eva  S 
wards,   Ruth   Rounds.   Florence   Og- 
Sen,  Dawn Orcutt.    Margaret  Job i 
son, Lucienne Blanchard, t.v.   Ddolyo 
Spear,  Con«tan:-i>  Fuller,     Josephine 
Springer, and Elizabeth Lord. 
Late New§ Flash 
Th. I•>   held  a  meeting yes- 
terday  afiernoon   to     consider     the 
petition  for  Sunday tennis. After a 
ils uesii n the 
Otet  Mr.  Valery  Burati 
■ 
— — :o:—  
-:'s  Politics  Club 
■• Ni ' I ha 
■ 
' 
- 
ins  mi le for 
■4    Thorn- 
 :o:  
.   |i   Sci< •:-;::<   . iub 
tag on  Th 
58, 3 R*n- 
■ 
•.   sme- 
Wonien   to  ('limb   Ml.  Washington Iraint  to make  it  real. convincing     as 
College Sport Writers 
prove tie  debates   themselves     and 
tow to arouse more, interest in the1 
public formed  another  phase  of the 
n.  It   was   decided  that   the 
Oregon style  of debating  might  be 
used if both     of  the  colleges     who I 
Ing  should  so agree. 
In regard     to   the   radio     debate ■ 
rilh Cambridge  and  Oxford,  it  was 
derided  that   the   team   which   won 
gue  championship  next  year 
nations. A party of five women 
planning    to  climb     Mount 
'.'... hiington   after  examinations are 
tbi     impending    board 
furl b< i-     plans     may     be 
loped.    Ddtimate    arrangements 
Lg ail the tripii will be posted 
: board. 
Nominations for th? new officers 
of th rtore    will be 
made within th,> next week. Nomina- 
are regularly made by out-go- 
bag it; mbers of the board. 
i.men interested in being con- 
wonld debate these  English  univers- | win admiration but never affection." 
the  air.     This  will   serve' —Schopenhauer. 
At the invitation of the Student, 
sports writers from the four Maine 
college weekly papern will meet in 
Iicwiston on Ki-iilay, May 18, the day 
Of the State meet preliminaries. Plans    - an to the Junior 
for the formation of I lie .Maine Col- 
legiate Sports Writers Association 
will be discussed at this time. 
II  is expected that the writers Will 
meet at the DeWitt Hotel, here, and 
that   Al   Buck.   Sports   Editor   of   the 
Tort land Evening Sews, and Presi- 
dent of the Maine Sports Writers As- 
siaiation,  wil]  speak. 
I  nf the board of directors have 
ll. ;i -ate  their interest. 
amittee In charge of selecting 
tr  :n   the   Frc-hmati   clasri 
ides:   Paul  Carpenter '88, chair- 
Norman   Whitten   '32;   Edwin 
Di   atur   '34:     Veraa   Brackett   '34; 
and     Valery     Ilnrati     as     ex-officio 
memb 
M^T 
of "Harvest Moon" fame. 
Now a regular Chesterfield 
Radio feature 
its gamut of human feelings, and an 
1 earnest     desire   to     show     genuine 
grief,   the   role   was   played   with   a 
slight   extravagance  of emotion,  al- 
though   this  did  in  no  manner  des- 
troy   the   effectiveness   of   the  acting, 
for  the  acting  conveyed   to  the  au- 
dience  alternating   feelings   of  hate, 
love,   suspicion,   and   grief.   A  great 
deal   should   be   expected      of   Miss 
Perkins  in  the  next  three years. 
Male fast   Itoes  Well 
Difficulty    was       found    with      the 
casting of male characters, and al- 
though each did well, none were so 
admirable suited to their parts as 
Austin to his. John Dority. '35. as 
Lord Darlington could not entirely 
overcome an inherent kindliness. 
and, shall we say, righteousness of 
temperament to play the unscrupu- 
lous Lord   Darlington. Charles   I'ovey 
'34, Mr. Cecil Graham, with morj 
practice will achieve a freer man- 
in r of speech; his stage poise was 
excellent, as was that of Norman 
Balcom, '35, who played Mr. Hop- 
per. 
Robert Kroepsch, '33. was decid- 
edly English and formal as Parker, 
the butler; John Curtis, '33 as Lord 
Windermere gave his usual good 
work, and Parker Dexter, "32, was 
sufficiently humbled by Mrs. Er- 
lyinie, and enchanted by the beauty, 
histrionically and actually, of Jean- 
nette Wilson,  as  Lady Plymdale. 
Frances C. Cronin, 33, as the de- 
mure "chatterbox", Lady Agatha 
Carlisle: Elizabeth Fosdick, '35 as 
the cold, conventional Lady Jed- 
burgh, and Miriam Wheeler, '34, as 
the equally conventional Lady Stut- 
Beld, all took their minor, though 
nonetheless important parts with 
ease. Barbara Lincoln. '35, as Mrs. 
Cowper-Cowtper said her bit in 
charming enough manner to suggest 
she could much more as charming- 
ly, and Thelma 1'oulin, '35, as Ro- 
salie made one think that if he had 
been the author, he would 
brought Rosalie into the play soon- 
,d more often. • 
Statecraft  Well  Hendlcd 
As usual . aft, In ch 
of Ceorge Austin was excellently 
handled, with his assistant, Walter 
1.. Qerke, '33, Edwin H. Prescott, 
'33. Harold F. tloulston, '33, Will- 
inn M. Thornton, '34, and Glidden 
M.  Parker,  '35. 
The electricians were Robert La- 
Boyteaux. '32, and Julius S. Lom- 
bard!, '34. 
Miss Christine W. Stone, '32, 
completed four years as worker in 
the Costume department, and two 
years as Costume Mistress. She was 
assisted by Thelma L. Kittredge, 
•33. 
Orlando F. Scofleld. '32, complet- 
ed his term as business manager. 
He was assisted by Edward J. Wil- 
mot. '33. 
Ushers were Walter W. Wiking- 
stad. '34, Herbert W. Jensen, '33; 
John C Hall. '33; Richard L. Tul- 
hill, '33, George W. Crockwell, '33, 
and Mashe Lightman, '32. 
Every Wednesday and  Saturday 
night at 10 o'clock E.D.T. Columbia 
Coast-to-Coast Network 
The Cigarette that's MILDER 
—that TASTES BETTER 
Radio Debate Feature 
Of Freshman Forsenics 
Freshman debaters are now busy 
preparing a series of debates with 
high school teams on the topic of 
Unemployment insurance. At least 
two debates are scheduled for the 
near future, including one to be 
held over the radio. 
On Wednesday. April 27th, two 
teams debated speakers from Hallo- 
well High School. The two Bates 
teams were: Gordon Jones and Lil- 
lian Bean; Charlotte Longley and 
John Dority. Two Bates graduates 
coached the Hallowell debaters; 
Philip Annas '2S, and Scott Treword- 
gy '31. 
A Bates team composed of John 
Khouri and Ray Stetson is scheduled 
to debate Buckfleld High School. 
Buckfield, which won second -place 
in the Maine contest, is preparing to 
attend the National Debating Tourna- 
ment to be held in Sioux City, Iowa. 
Last year Leavitt Institute and Ber- 
wick Academy represented Maine and 
Leavitt Institute won sixth place in 
the national contest. 
.Perhaps of greatest interest will 
be the debate with Gardiner High 
School which is to be broadcast over 
the radio. The late is tentative, but 
the debate will be held in the near 
future over the radio station at 
Augusta. The Bates team will be 
composed ot Gordon Jones and Ro- 
bert Lawrence. 
10 1932. LIGGETT A MTEHS TOBACCO CO. 
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Fly with 
Seth Yerrington 
SPECIAL RATES FOR 
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By VIXCKNT BEI,I,F.AU 
SUGGEST \ M.W.KJKR 
OF  l\ri!.\-Mllt.\l. ATHLETKS 
W« .lin-.r.il like to suggest to the 
Athletic Council the advisability of 
appointing a Manager ot Intramural 
Athletics. This man, and his ae- 
- • nils, would arrange the intra- 
murad basketball and baseball sche- 
dules, handle all affaire each as the 
(lining golf tournament, have charge 
of the equipment for all informal 
;>• rta, an.I be generally reepoimible 
for their  handling. 
The creation of this position would 
take much responsibility away from 
lli» oft'i e ot tle> Dire: tor of Athletics, 
and assure efficient handling of in- 
formal sports, ai the same time doing 
away with the AnftaSkM] which now 
extat.i when students attempt to 
te proceedings. 
ADAMS AND HALL 
IK) <;oon WORK AT I'KW 
Tie' running of Am Adams and 
Clayi Ila.ll at the 1'enn gaimes gave 
saii-.fai lion to Coach Thompson 
which   made   irp  somewhat   for   the 
disappointment at not winning the 
mile relay. One sports writer clocked 
A I ;:i;•• at -IS !-'> si on Is. but Coach 
Thompson says Am, not in too good 
condition, did only 49. He expects 
Adams to come down to his 1931 
lime before the State Meet, possibly, 
but o rtalnly before the New Eng- 
lands. Adams will again race McCaf- 
fcrly. now a Holy Cross senior. Mc- 
Cafferty, beaten by Adams last year, 
Is expected to put all he has in the 
New Bngland 440. 
Clayt Hall, coming up from fifth 
to Brat iii his leg of the relay, thinks 
he could have run fasler if he hadn't 
underestimated his own power, and 
Coach Thompson, speaking of Hall, 
say; that if he had known what Hall 
COUld do a couple of weeks ago. he 
would have considered a two mile 
n lay team, with Hall taking Cole's 
place in the line-up. 
ABOUT FRESHMEN 
( OMI'KTITION   M BRITS 
Uniacke, Bowdoin's star frosh 
miller, doesn't want to impair his 
I'liuiices to make the IC-IA'S his 
senior year, anil will stay out of the 
running this year, according to the 
Bowdoin ORIENT, Jack Magee 
Brunswick's Democrat boss, and 
Bowdoin track coach, is against, this, 
staling that to him, a win now is 
more important than an IC4A entry 
in four yeans. From the standpoint 
of the individual runner, of course, 
a chance to lead the pack in the 
national m< t is something to look 
forward to, but 4 points In the 
national meet doc -n't look as good 
for the school as a win over the other 
stale  colleges, ilagee says. 
We fail to agree with this opinion. 
Hales' experience in this field points 
to l he opposite view. Hoth last year 
and this -we lost a chance to get 
the Walker Cup, the oldest available 
trophy connected with Penn relay 
events, both times because Bates 
- liors, who had run their fresh- 
man yi ;ir, were ineligible for com- 
p-.'lition. In both instances—, more- 
over, thee • nun had done compara- 
tively little for their college by en- 
tering in meets their freshman year. 
Viles scored one point in the mile 
his freshman year; Chapman scored 
live but Bates came out a poor third 
in lh.it year's State Meet, Bates' 
Junior team was forced to compete 
with seniors from the other colleges, 
all men of more experience. If Uniac- 
ke. or anybody else, sees a chalice 
to do something big his senior year 
and wants to stay out of competi- 
tion now in order to be eligible then, 
we don'4  blame him. 
It would be of more value, both 
to the Freshmen from a development 
standpoint, and to the college's 
record, if more Frosh meets were 
arranged and Freshmen kept out of 
varsity competition altogether 
Bates Trackmen 
To Meet Strong 
Wildcat Outfit 
The Bates varsity track team 
opens its Spring meet competition 
Saturday when the squad travels to 
Durham to meet the University of 
New Hampshire. This will be the 
second dual meet of the year for the 
Garnet runners, the first encounter 
resulting in a defeat by Maine to the 
tune of  62-55. 
Coach   Pleased   By   Improvement 
Coach Thompson has been drilling 
his charges daily, an.I hits been con- 
siderably encouraged by constant 
improvement in many of the men. 
Billy Knox is Bates' greatest hope in 
the sprints for Saturday's contest. 
Billy should take the 100 yard dash 
against the Wildcat sprinters. In a 
time trial last Saturday he was 
clocked at 9.8 seconds in the century 
run. Jensen and Rush Long are the 
probable running mans of Knox in 
this event. In the quarter mile. 
Adams, New Kngland champion, 
should find little difficulty in besting 
the New Hampshire 440 men. It is 
very probable that Hall and La.ry 
will a.l.so gather .points in this race. 
The longer distances will be ably 
contested by Captain Whitten and 
Malloy in the mile and two mile, and 
by Jellison and Adams in the half 
mile. 
In the field events. Bales will be 
weak as has been I he case for I he 
past few years. Harry Dl'.l. now the 
only pole vaulter on I he team, will 
meet line competition, but has a 
good chance of placing. Kramer. 
Dunham, and Cooper will repri.-.-rn 
the Garnet in the high-jump, while 
Knox and Sampson should li-p 
the broad jump. The javelin throw 
presents a question, but Bill Dun- 
ham, who has been improving with 
practice, may come through. Norm 
Douglas is the Garnet's biggest hope 
in the hammer throw with Clapp and 
Annicettl or Patterson forming the 
balan le of Bates strength in the 
event. Kramer in the discos, Gorham 
and Taylor in the .shot, fill out the 
rosb r of the local field power. 
Wildcats   Have   Strong   Team 
The Wildcats on the other hand 
will ,put on the field a well balanced 
team bolstered by the presence of 
many veterans. They buried the 
Brown University squad beneath a 
!»»-44 count last Saturday, and will 
be a  formidable    opponent    indeed. 
Student Horsemen 
Plan Riding Ciub 
Bob   Lamb   and   his   fellow   horse- 
back  riling  enthusiasts  are  forming 
a  riding club  Which  is open to both 
mrn   and   women     on  the     campus. | 
Bob  hopes  to  be  able  to obtain  the! 
use of part of Thorncrag to be used ' 
as   a   bridle   path     and   possibly     a 
jumping course. The suggestion of a 
lighl   ride   through   Thorncrag 
will  certainly increase the member- 
ship of the (lull. 
Plan   I'olo Team 
A  polo leant  will  be formed from 
those   members     who   qualify     and 
:  teams  "ill  be formed 
iter meets of competition. 
A fact which may be of interest 
to man;, students is that no previous 
knowledge Of riding is required to 
join   the   club.   The  only  prerequi 
is a certain amount of enthusiasm 
and your attendance at the first 
meeting to ;>" held in the "Y" room 
Of Chase Hall. Thursday at 7:00 
P.  M. I 
Lamb Sponsoring Horse show 
Lamb   is  on i   of  the  sponsors  of 
Hi,,   j \nnual   Horse 
Show which occurs on May 21, at 
the Maim :- '''air Oronnds. The 
compi tition is not limiti d io ex- 
nced riders. Further informa- 
i to this may be ob- 
tained   ai meeting   Thurs- 
day. 
This   new   and   interesting  imder- 
ig   is one  which     warrants the 
Ion   of   the   st i- 
dents,   for   no   other  sport   includes 
both   in- i! and   won 
is Buck  i hai   i o one  need    be kept 
It. 
li a   who  have  seen 
rice in former years are Hanley, 
ormer    with   the    weights. 
White] a   hurdler of no mean 
ability,  Thayer, also a  fence sweep- 
I   DOMoulpied,     New  England 
champion In the two mile, who ba 
nosed   out   Whilt'ii   in   the     meei   lie- 
■-.    ■■! the two colleges last year and 
blfehe I a r    i r I df nine minutes 
.   iconds   in  the  New 
nds later in the season, 
r.    i   ■   tor    a victory    Satur lay 
i right. New Hampshire.I 
ly :he same U am ihat ] 
won the New  Kualan 1 championship 
in 1931, wiH be no ea y oponent. The] 
in lefeated thus far this 
"a   <:\   two   -"a-ls   and   a   win   for| 
bring her much   p 
hoped thai the Bobcats will 
(how     ufli . •:: h  in  the running 
events to offset the weakness which 
i- boun I i" hamper them in the field. 
Adams and Hall 
Give Bates Second 
in Penn Relays 
Due to the poor conditions of the 
Martindale Country Club greens, 
the proposed golf tournament. 
which was to open Monday under 
the sponsorship of the STL DENT, is 
indefinitely  postponed. 
Tom Laraev. Martindale Pro, 
said yesterday that he doubts the 
greens will be in shape till May ID, 
the date on which the Bates-Mar- 
tindale contract expires. The tem- 
porary greens which golfers are 
using at present are unfit for tour- 
nament   play. . 
Reminding Bates students of Ins 
offer of .-.mi. ;ime ago to coach a 
team of six men from the college. 
tree of charge, Mr. Lamey says that 
the Lewlston High School golfers 
have asked him to challenge a team 
i .   Bates   men  in  their  behalf. 
The fail Thai thirty men and ten 
women had signed up for the tour- 
nament shows that there is interest 
in golf at Bates. A survey of the 
average scores passed In by these 
golfers shows that Vln Kirby 83, 
i Gross '36, Parker Mann '32. 
Cal Chamberlain '32, Clinton Dill 
'32, Albert Jordan "32, and Eddie 
Aldrich •:!:, are all capable golfers, 
and if anything comes out of the 
suggestion that we have a team, 
nici! may be expected to form 
iis nucleus. 
The question of renewing the 
blanket membership at Martindale is 
still undecided, pending the meet- 
ing of Hie Athletic Council next 
week. 
Penn Relays     j 
Continued  from  Page  1 
world   record  time. 
The   members   of   the   relay  team 
have   expressed   Heir  gratitude     to| 
Mr.   Cans   for   permitting   the   team. 
alternate, and the coach and. 
manager to make the trip this year.; 
even though Bales had none tool 
strong expectations. 
Coach Thompson remarks that 
Penn, although breaking a record 
in one event, is much inferior to its 
last year's quarlet. Its frosh medley I 
team   came out   seventh     this year,: 
Penn, however, had quite a set j 
of quarter milers. Bach man on the 
team  can do less than  49. 
Bates Meets Colby- 
Tennis Opened To-Day 
Capt Cliff Jacobs and the tennis 
team are scheduled to play ***** 
with Colby this afternoon. This is 
the first encounter of the year for 
the Garnet racquet wielders and 
much interest is being displayed in 
the  outcome of  the  match. 
Jacobs Wood. LiBhtraan and An- 
tine will probably be in the Bates 
lineup. 
Dr. LittieToAddress 
Maine Physicists Here 
The Maine Physicist Association, 
made up of all the Maine teachers 
of College Physics, will meet here 
Saturday for their annual spring 
meeting. This group of professors 
meets to discuss new developments 
in their field of work and to ex- 
change methods and laboratory ex- 
periments. After a dinner in the 
•Y" room of Chase Hall Dr. Little 
will address the group on his recent 
trip to Germany. 
The meeting will open at 10.oil 
in the Physics lecture room in Car- 
nagie to discuss the college entrance 
developments in the Maine colleges. 
The ladies will be shown the cam- 
pus at this time by Mrs. Whitehorne 
and Mrs. Woodcock. President and 
Mrs Grav will be the guests of the 
association. President Gray will at 
this time extend the welcome of the 
college to the visitors. After Dr. 
Little's address the meeting will 
adjourn. 
The organization has no officers 
and is held for the common interest 
and value received from the semi- 
annual meetings. Last spring the 
meeting was at Bowdoin; last fall, 
at Colby. Next fall the meeting will 
probably be held at Maine. Up to 
last year the meetings were strictly- 
stag. The ladies were then included 
in the invitation and their presence 
has  become a  regular  feature. 
JOKDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 
On Thursday evening, April 2 8, 
Prof. Fiisher ga-ve an interesting, il- 
lustrated talk to the members of the 
crab, comparing the .scenery of Maine 
with scenery throughout the country. 
At a recent election, the following 
officers were elected: Donald Ham, 
'38, president: Edward Wilmot. vice- 
president. '33: Wesley Tiffney. '33, 
executive chairman. 
Patronize our Advertisers 
YOU INHALE? 
FOOTBALL PRACTICE 
CONTINUES UNDER SI'INKS 
Equipped with summer model 
football uniforms, football stars-in- 
the-maktng are working dally under 
Coach Spink'ij watchful eye. After 
once getting accustomed to seeing 
men running through off tackle inlays 
in shorts and basketball jerseys, one 
ia ' ~ thai the men are getting valu- 
able fundamental drill in principles 
and plays which will probably form 
the bai-is of the Garnet attack in the 
fall. 
HTATE  BOYS TRACK 
MEET HERE SATURDAY 
Boy track hopefulls from all over 
the slate, and a few from outside the 
state, will congregate here on Satur- 
day for the state track meet culmi- 
nating the annual boys' week activi- 
teis. The preliminaries for the local 
boys were held here Monday after- 
noon. This coming event gives the 
college plenty of publicity. Bates 
trai'k   iii en  act  as  judges. 
MORE SPORTS:—Little things 
like this break coach's heart: a lead 
man in one of the Penn relays forgot 
his baton, and was disqualified be- 
fore he finished his quarter. Another 
man realized he had forgotten his 
baton just as the gun was about to 
be fired; he jumped up from his 
Starting position, made a wild grasp 
for the gun and displayed frantic 
i motion until an assistant manager 
remedied his predicament by giving 
him the much needed stick. . . When 
a woman gets up to meet a return- 
ing relay artist at six o'clock in the 
morning in a Portland station, it is 
time for the investigation to begin. . 
Out star hitter astounded Boston 
during the baseball trip by delivering 
an oratipn  from the balcony of the 
Lenox must have been about 
those  nineteen   fifty suits  
Why is this 
vital question so much 
avoided by other cigarettes? 
"OVER since Lucky Strike created 
■*-*' that special process for purify- 
ing fine tobacco and told the full 
facts about cigarette smoking— 
the industry has been in an uproar. 
For Lucky Strike has dared to 
mention things that were con- 
sidered "taboo" in the cigarette 
trade. 
You may have noticed a striking 
avoidance generally of the word 
"inhale" in cigarette advertising. 
Why? Goodness only knows! 
For everybody inhales—knowingly 
or unknowingly! Every smoker 
breathes in some part of the smoke 
he or she draws out of a cigarette. 
That's why it's all-important to be 
certain that your cigarette smoke 
is pure and clean—to be sure you 
don't inhale certain impurities. 
Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has 
dared to raise this vital question 
—for it gives you the protection 
you want. .. became certain im- 
purities concealed in even the 
finest, mildest tobacco leaves 
are removed by Luckies' famous 
purifying process. Luckies created 
that process. Only Luckies have it! 
"If s toasted" 
Your Throat Protection 
against irritation— against cough 
0. K. AMERICA 
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STR1KB-60 modtrn minutes with the world's fiiuil dance mhestras and famiui 
Lueky Strike news features, every Tuesday. Thursday end Saturday /mint mr N. B. C networks. 
Donald, Gormley 
Lead Next Year's 
Band and Bobcats 
Prad Donald '33, of Houlton   will 
S~S GikCndPI>earntdV.3m1Godrm.e0y 
Tz   of MerX. £L.  will  be the 
33, ot  -™erl™*: :h    Bobcats,    dance 
KJS" ci^tS      an,nounced( 
« wiH ta*e charge    of    the 
band   before     the  Sta e T. adk   Meet 
and   lead   it during  «J* •?S£-_EJ 
the first  time.  Cla-pnerton  * «▼™ 
an athletic contest from the stand*. 
Ever since he entered Bates, and even 
when he wa« a local high school atu- 
dent    Gil     has been     an     important 
member of the Bobcat Band. He has 
been its leader for the past two years, 
as well as the leader of the Littte, 
Symphony,  which he organized   and 
the   Bobcats.   Clapperton   intfnd6J;° 
study .medicine and plans to do more 
steadv band work after this summer. 
Both Are Prominent 
Fred  Dona.ld  has  been  with    the 
Bates Bund, the    Little   Symphony,! 
and the Bobcats, for two years. He is 
a member of    the trumpet    quartet 
recently organized. Before coming to 
Bates,  Donald  was a member of the. 
band   at  Occidental     College,     Call-; 
fornia, and he ha* played in various, 
jazz  orchestras  during  the  summer. 
Goirmlev is also prominent in college 
musical circles, especially    for    his 
work  as pianist apd vocalist  for the 
Bbocats. He is a member of the Gar- 
net Revelers, Men's quartet. 
MARTINEAU's 
We   Specialize  In  SODA rODKr.,, 
LUNCHEONS '*« 
IT'S   "THE" PLACE 
R. E. MARTINEAU CO 
DRUGGISTS 
235 Main St. 
K 
f7= 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3G94 
College and Sabattus Streets 
Have you thought of making 
DENTISTRY 
YOUR  LIFE WORK? 
THE Harvard University Dent,] 
School offers an unsurpa.^ 
course in this field of health 
service, with emphasis on n\ti 
ical correlations. A "Class ,\- 
school.   Write for (dialog. 
Urty M. S. Miiwr. D.M.D.. M.D.. D«,. 
Dept.47 . IBS LangwMd Aire..B»iton nw' 
The Bates Seal 
Embossed on Coin Pursos.  Blllfoldi. Cjn^l 
to  Cases,  etc.—All  Genuine talfski,   I 
AUBIGNE CUSHING AND CLAYTON Hjl.| 
Student   Representative 
For    OMALDA    COMPACT 
Auburn,   Maine 
NOTICE 
All      Crew      Members,       Supervisor!.   J^l 
Captains    and    Student    aubscripiion ulnl 
people who  wish to avail  thorns.-!.,.    ;..,l 
opportunity  for  free  scholarship! mide t» 
■lUc   through   the   courtesy   of  the Lnfc. 
Magazine.    Publishers   again    thi*   yen ,j 
requested to apply  to the national i>r$Eia.l 
M     Anthony   Steele   Jr.,   Bex   2-14   MH jtt I 
Porto Rico, stating qualifications fully. 
M.  Anthony  Steele, Jr 
a 
Herman's 
BASS   MOCCASINS   AND 
SOEDE  JACKETS 
57 Main  Street. Lewlsta 
BLUE   BOOK 
LENDING   LIBRARY 
1   Sabattus  St., 
l.KW I.STO.V.   MAINE 
Telephone 83379        Hours. 1:30—0 P.M. 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
44 Bates St. Geo   E. Schmi.lt 
The Blue Line 
L«wlRton—Bumford—Farmlngton 
l.v    Lewiston— 
7 45   AM,   12.35   P.M.,   4.25   P.M. 
Lv   Rumfnrd— 
7 35   A.M.,   131.35  P.M.,  4.15   P.M. 
.«     t-'Hrmirnttnn— 
7.80   AM.,   12.20   P.M..   4.10   P.M 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred C. McKenney 
G4  Sabattus  Street 
CITIES   aBRVlOl   GASOLINE 
and   LUBRICATING   OILS 
WASHING   and   GREASING 
Nearest     Gasoline     Station      to     College 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
We   can   show  you   a   raried   selectloj « | 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of   all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SIIC UMBRELLA!| 
LADIES' 
LEATHER  HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNSTONE-OSGOOD 
0  O M  P   A   N   Y 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lcw'-ston,  Maine 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC  MEMORIALS 
James  P.  Murphy  Co. 
6 to  10  Bates  St..  LEWISTON. 
Telephone   46.14 It 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters 
FLANDERS 
62 COURT STREET, AC BURN,   .MAINK. 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24       HOUR       SERVICE 
THE QUALITY SHOP" 
Tel.  1817 W 
a 
3 Minutes from the Campus 
R- W« CLARK   "Nfrnwd Druggist 
* *• Purs   Drugs   and   Medici-;-; 
PRESCRIPTIONS  A  SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON, MAINE 
"A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston. Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
